Abstract-Image enhancement is the key processing on an image for wide range of the applications. Contrast enhancements improve the perceptibility of a image by changing the pixels intensity of an input image. In this study, a novel method for the image contrast enhancement is to proposed based on Discrete Shearlet Transform (DST) for the color images. In order to obtain high contrast enhancement image, the RGB image is to converted into HSV (Hue, Saturation and Value) color space. The converted hue color channel is only taken in to the account for the DST decomposition. After that higher sub bands of the hue component are eradicated and lower sub bands are the only considered for the reconstruction. Finally, the high contrast image is obtained by using an reconstructed Hue for HSV colour space and convert this colour space into the RGB color space. The performance of proposed contrast image enhancement method is compared with the existing histogram equalization based on the image enhancement. The visualization based results shows that the proposed contrast image enhancement system is achieve satisfactory performance.
INTRODUCTION
Contrast enhancement is a important area in which the image processing for both human and computer vision [1] . It is used for medical image processing and as preprocessing step in speech recognition, texture synthesis, and many other he image/video processing applications. Contrast enhancement will automatically brightness the images that appear very dark or hazy and apply the appropriate tone correction to deliver improved quality and clearly. It will be used to perform the adjustment on darkness or lightness of an image and it is mainly used to bring out the feature hidden in an image or increase the contrast of the low contrast image. This can be done by using several contrast enhancement techniques. These techniques applied for the various applications such as an remote sensing and general images. Histogram equalization (HE) is most popular technique of contrast enhancement [2] . There are various of HE techniques are available. Dualistic sub-image of the histogram equalization produces good image contrast enhancement and the enhanced image mean brightness is similar to input image but the equalization effect is reduced [3] . The Automatic weighting mean separated histogram equalization is more suitable for gray scale images. Recursive sub-image is the histogram `equalization has good contrast enhancement effect. Recursively the separated weighting histogram equalization [4] , the enhanced image has no severe effect also maintain the mean brightness of the input image. Automatic weighting mean-the separated histogram equalization is to suitable for gray scale images. A new method for un-sharp masking for the contrast enhancement of the images is explained in [5] . The approach employes a adaptive filter that the control the contribution of the sharpening path such a way that the contrast enhancement is occurs in highly detailed areas and little or no the image sharpening occurs in smooth areas. The enhancement is to reduced in uniform areas of the image which prevents over the enhancement of the noise and reduces edge shadowing effect of the unlimited adaptive histogram equalization. The size of pixel's contextual region and the clip level of histogram are the basic parameters of contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization [6] .
A novel contrast image enhancement and smoothening of the medical images using the histogram modification method it is proposed in [7] . Initially, the histogram equalization is to applied the original images to enhance the image. This resultant of histogram equalized image is passed through the some filters for the further enhancement. Hence, final obtained image, posses the higher contrast than an initial original image. Neuro-fuzzy inference system based on contrast image enhancement is implemented in [8] to obtain the clear image. Contrast enhancement is to performed using Histogram equalization that uses cumulative distribution function. The Image enhancement using histogram equalization is a best suitable method for medical images. The contrast of mammogram the images are enhanced using K-edge type filtering technique is presented in [9] . Women's breast are consists of adipose and glandular tissue which consists of Kedge type of energy particles. Some part of the tissues might have been higher concentration of these K-edge energies, and some have been lower concentration. If the presence of the K-edge type of energies at a portion is a high, than the intensity of an radiation should also be a high and if the Kedge type of energies are low, then the intensity can be low. However, the intensity of radiation is a quite high than which may be the harmful to the human body. In an discrete Fourier Trans-form (FFT) with the complexity ON 2 log N or by using the Pseudo-polar DFT (PDFT). domain, at the resolution level j, the Laplacian pyramid algorithm is to implemented in the time domain. Fig 1 shows the performance comparison of image compression techniques with various color spaces using HWT generated with various constituent transforms for 90% compression ratio. The results show that for 90% compression ratio, HWT generated using 4:1 proportion of Cosine-Haar constituent transform gives better image compression quality for all color spaces. HWT generated with 4:1 proportion of Cosine-Haar constituent transform gives minimum average MSE with RGBcolor space. color spaces using HWT generated with various constituent transforms and proportions of constituent transforms for 85%, 80% and 75% compression ratios respectively. The results showHWT generated using 1:1 proportion of Cosine-Haar constituent transform gives better image compression quality for all color spaces. HWT generated with 1:1 proportion of CosineHaar constituent transform gives minimum average MSE with RGBcolor space. RGB to HSV Conversion DST Decomposition DST Reconstruction HSV to RGB conversion Figure 1 shows that the DST based proposed contrast image enhancement approach. The input RGB image is an initially, converted into HSV color space. The hue color space is to used as the input for the proposed resolution enhancement process.It is decomposed by DST at the 2 levels with 2 directions, which produces five shearlet bands that may includes four higher sub-bands and the only one lower sub-band. The decomposed lower frequency is the only taken into an account for inverse shearlet transforms. Finally, the HSV colour space which uses reconstructed hue is converted into RGB color space to the obtain contrast enhanced image.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of the proposed contrast image enhancement approach is the evaluated by using some of bench mark images such as boat, building. All the benchmark images are in the RGB colour space. To apply the proposed system, the RGB image is converted into HSV color space, due the clear perception color contacts and the simple calculation. The proposed approach especially uses hue as input for DST decomposition as it make a nice linear transition from high to the low and also enhances the overall process. The visualization results of the proposed DST based image contrast enhancement and histogram equalization approach is shown IV. CONCLUSION A novel approach is proposed in this paper for the color image contrast enhancement based on the discrete shearlet transform. At first, the color image is to converted into HSV color space. In order to improve the contrast of the image, the hue color channel is only considered. The shearlet decomposition produces and low and the high directional sub bands on the hue channel. The lower directional sub band is to used for inverse shearlet transform to the reconstruct the Hue channel. Then, the enhanced image is to obtained by a converting HSV to RGB colour space. The satisfactory result is the achieved from the proposed DST based on the contrast image enhancement approach. For 75% to 90% compression ratios, HWT generated with 1:1 proportion of Cosine-Haar constituent transform gives minimum average MSE with RGB color space. For lower compression ratios of 60% to 70%, the HWT generated with 1:4 proportion of Cosine-Haar constituent transform gives minimum average MSE with RGB color space.
